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of a mosque; pl. guá; and Jús' " J%

[likewise] signifies the heads, or tops, of the

mountains. (TA.)

2°, 9 2*... <

aela: ; see à la:, near the end.

- - 2 £ 22.

U.-J) Ls”: see 5U:.

•

IU#4, pl. J'é, A fragment of nood:

(Freytag, from the Deewan of Jereer:) but the

pl., when indeterminate, is correctly £4.]

A

-

&"

. . &#, (0, K, TA) *::(0, TA) it ".

& (S," O, K, TA) and &, (TA,) It became

scattered, or dispersed; (S, O, K, TA;) said of a

thing; like & *OI". &# (TA;) of the urine

of a camel; (O, K;) and of a people, or party;

(IAgr, O, K;) [like #) and [in like manner]

ūš is used in relation to blood, &c., as meaning

the being scattered. (S, O, K, TA. [See also

&#, below; and&#)= 4:33, (S, o, k)

aor. 2, (S, O,) inf. n. & (O, TA) and g",

(K,"TA,) He (a camel) scattered his urine; as

also "4:1: (S, O, K:) or both signify he scat

tered his urine, and stopped it. (TA)- And
& de • - - 3 - 3.

-** 59tall &, (K, TA,) inf. n. &; and

*:; (TA;) He poured upon them the

horsemen making a sudden attack and engaging

in conflict, or urging on their horses; (K, TA;)

and in like manner, J.J. (TA)

4: see 1.=&#1 -: The sun spread, or

diffused, its at: [or beams], (S, K,) or its light.

(TA.)- &#. & The corn put forth its &#,

(S, K, TA) i.e., its ann. (TA.)- And &

J.J. The ears of corn became compact in their

grain, (K, TA,) and dry therein. (TA.)

7. L. &l us' Jää" &: The nolf made an

incursion among the sheep or goats. (O, K, TA.)

- * > d >

R. Q. 1, 4:3, (§, o, K.) inf n is:,

(TA,) He miced it, namely, wine, (S, O, K,)

with water. (O.) And He mixed one part of it,

namely, a thing, with another part, (O," K,) like

as one mixes wine with water. (O.) And&:

$34,51. He mired the 5-, [or mess of crumbled

bread] with olive-oil: (O3) or he put much

clarified butter to it, (ISh, O, K,) and much

grease, or gravy: (K:) or he raised its head;

(O, K;) as some say: (Sh, O:) or he made its

head high; (O, K;) as some say; from&: aS

an epithet applied to a man, meaning “tall.”

(O.) But the verb is used more in relation to

wine than to 24,3. (TA)- See also 1.

- • * * * * * - d -

R. Q. 2. x:5, said of a man, is from W gu:
Q. 2. &-~, >

o - '...',&

applied to a man as meaning -ā-ā- 3M- [i. e.

“such as is excited to briskness, liveliness, Or

sprightliness, and esteemed pleasing in the eye,

and is light, or active;” so that the verb may be

rendered He was, or became, such as is excited to

briskness, &c.; or he was, or became, such as is

termed&#, q. v.]. (Ham, p. 246.)- Said of

the month It nearly came to an end; little

remained of it: (K, TA:) occurring in a trad.:
but accord. to one relation thereof, it is 3. d - -

-

* * *

from ex- “the being distant, or remote:” and

• * > * *

accord. to another, &-~, with two L's. (TA.)

3 -

*

see : (3, first and last sentences.=Also

Haste: (IAar, K, TA:) and so &: accord. to

the K; but this is wrong; the meaning of the

latter word being only that given below, voce

& (TA.)

3 ,

& A spider's neb, (AA, K.) - See also

6 * *

&l=>.

& [an inf n. (see 1) used as an epithet, and

therefore as masc. and fem. and sing, and pl.;]

Scattered, or dispersed; and disordered, or un

settled; syn. &#; (S, K;) as also " #. [like

wise an inf n. used as an epithet,] applied [like

the former] to anything, (K, TA,) such as blood,

and an opinion, and a purpose, or an intention;

(TA;) and *&which is wrongly expl. in the

K as syn. with 3: in another sense, as stated

above; (TA;) and 7 &#. (S, K.) One says,

têts: 4% <-s; His blood nent scattered, or dis

persed: (TA:) or &: applied to blood signifies

spirtling from a wound made, with a spear or the

like; as in a verse cited voce jū. (Az, T.A.. [See

also &J) And as: b'ss They went gray

scattered, or dispersed. (K.) And& £i A

nation, or people, scattered, or dispersed. (TA,

from a trad.) And tax was <u. The staff,

or stick, broke into scattered pieces; as when one

has broken it by striking with it upon a wall:

and in like manner, ā-āl the reed, or cane.

(TA.) And &: & A. disordered, or an un

settled, opinion. (S, K.) And ex: U-#4 mind

of which the purposes, or intentions, (9->, as in
• J. J. J.

the S [and O], for which, in the K, L,~3.4 is

erroneously substituted, TA,) and the opinions,

(Z, TA,) are disordered, or unsettled, (S, K,

TA,) so that it is not directed to a decided affair.

(Z, TA) And tsu: 83% jus [His mind fied in

a disordered, or an unsettled, state, as though
J J o “3-...

dissipated; expl. as] meaning *** <-5×5 [a

mistranscription, as before: correctly 4:- −5:

i.e. his purposes, or intentions, became disordered,

or unsettled: see also Ham p. 44, and Harp.

366]. (K.) And a rājiz says,

C - - • & • J C ~ *- J O -

* 2-all "eu + x' still G-2 *

meaning [Firm, or steady, in encounter, or con

flict,] not disordered, or unsettled, in respect of

purpose, or intention. (S.)- Hence, app., (TA,)

Milk mixed with much water; (ISh, O';) syn.
6 * >

£4. (ISh, O, K, TA.)=Also [as a subst.]

The anºn, or beard, of the ears of corn; (S,
6 * * 6 -

O, K;) and so "&" and "&": (K) and

W &#: (TA:) or the anon, or beard, when it has

&:5;

become dry, as long as it remains on the ears; as

also "&#. (Lth, O.)

&#6,ok) and "# (AA, K) (The ray,
or beams, of the sun; or] what one sees, (S, O,

K,) of the light, like rods, (S) or extending

like spears, (O, K,) at the rising, or the beginning

of the rising, (S,) or a little after the rising, (O,

K,) of the sun; (S, O, K;) or what one sees, like

cords coming tonards him, when looking at the

sun; or the dispersing light of the sun: (K:)

n. un, with 5: (S, O, K:) [and Freytag states that

* 3: is said by Jac. Schultens to signify

rays: but this I do not find in any lexicon:] the

pl. (of £, 0) is i:i, (0, K).'ord to

analogy, (O,) [a pl. of pauc.,] and &= (O, K)

and 7&: (K;) the last anomalous. (TA.)

Hence, in a trad, respecting [the night called]

£145, it is said, as * > &: U.S. &

Ú& 5 [Verily the sun will rise on its morron,

having no rays]. (S: in the O, us.' &2)–In

the verse cited voce Jú, AS is related to have

read & instead of £1, as meaning The

light, [or brightness] and redness, and scattered

state, of the blood: ISd says, I know not whether

he said it meaning by original application or by

way of comparison. (TA)- See also& last

sentence, in two places.

*** *

ge:
6 - d.

8".
6 -

&:

#,G#,0) or "&#,(K) or both, (TA)
and W&#, (S, TA,) Shade that is not thick,

or dense; (S, O, K, TA;) or n:hich has not wholly

shaded one, having in it interspaces. (TA.)
9, 2 oz. .

See also &#, in two places.

6 * >

See ë", last sentence:- and see also

6 * *

See 8", first sentence.

* f dJ. J)

* – A.

: see the next paragraph but one, in two
* * * *

places: and see U.K.

* - d.

as: :
*

-

-

- 6 * /

See &l=>.

V: : see *ś, in two places: and • 2.

–Also, (§, O, K.) and " &#3 (0, K) and

: *

-

*&# (IDrd, S, O, K) and "Jú:3, (0,
K,) in which last the relative Us is without cause,

as in&- and (533, (TA,) applied to a man,

(S,) Tall: (O, K:) or tall and goodly (S, TA)

and light of flesh; applied to a man as being

likened to the thin [or much diluted] wine termed

as: or the first signifies long-necked; and

so "the third, and " the fourth; applied to any

thing, or the last, accord. to the R, applied to a

man only: and the first, long applied to a neck:

(TA:) and light, or active: (O, K:) or so in

journeying; as also *&# like *.*, applied

to a man, or, accord. to Th, to a boy, or young

man: or light in spirit: (TA:) see also R. Q. 2:

and (K) as some say, (O,) the first signifies

goodly, or beautiful, (O, K, TA,) in face : (TA:)

and "&#, (so in the O,) or "&#, with

damm to the L3, (TA,) a boy, or young man,




